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It is a great personal pleasure to "be one of you this week. It is also a

privilege to "be on jour program. Let me than!; you now for this opportunity to

talk with you. I should like to get you Interested in the problem of improving
methods of extension teaching. Much as extension editors have done to influence
the improvement of agriculture and country life, they can do still more if they
take up the search for better methods. This Includes, of course, all methods
of teaching people through extension work as well as through the printed page.
Once the college editors develop a, greater background of better teaching method,

I feel sure that no group can have more Influence In improving the effectiveness
of all extension workers - specialists and supervisors as well as county agents.
My plea is that you team with 8,11 the extension forces in improving the methods

of work.

In this paper I shall try to show the need for improving extension methods;
i. e., the manner in which the extension forces carry on their teaching. Then I

am going to outline the principles and philosophy of better extension methods.
With this I should like to urge that you yourselves study better extension method.
My biggest appeal will be that you will then help all the extension agents Improve
their teaching method.

Toil have done much in helping agents, specialists, and resident staffs to
improve reports, news items, subject-matter articles, bulletins, and circulars.
There is still a bigger job ahead of you. Measured by your past efforts, I think
you will want to tackle it. I know that joxx can help us as much as anyone else.

You see you really are one of the team, - one of the great force of extension
people engaged in teaching improvement of agriculture. You are more than scribes
and editors. Year, responsibility is greater than that of turning out the grist
that comes to you. You can build more than bulletins, circulars, and press ser-
vice. You can affect the whole teaching effort. This is a call to service.

There is no greater satisfaction than the knowledge that we are helping
many people improve their farming, their homes, their livings The better stock,
poultry houses, silos, clover and alfalfa fields, stands of grain, and even rural
school lunches, one-piece dresses, and modern kitchens everywhere are visible sign
of a progressing agriculture which we - county agents, specialists, editors , and
supervisors - are leading and molding. There is a, joy in this that is a great
compensation. Deep in our innerselves is the desire to do more of this - the want
to reach more people', the urge to build still greater.

Presented before the annual conference of the American Association of Agricu.l

tural College Editors, Ecrt Collins, Colo., August 25 to 26, 1927.
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Tliia want is tied up with many other wants; We may not express these or

be entirely conscious of them but they are there. Here end there are many old

hard shells, hard-boiled individuals, who do not follow the gospel and the rec-

ommendations the extension forces bring them, we may say they are unreasonable

,

unteachable, or just plain dumb. But deep within us - you, specialist, exten-

sion agent, and me - is the want to reach such individuals. No satisfaction

would be greater than that of knowing that we have influenced some hard-boiled
farmer who just could not see. Thoiigh your contacts with this farmer are not

so direct as the county agent 1 s, surely you want to help the county agent reach
him and more people in general.

Will better teaching methods help us? Perhaps you want to be a leader

on the staff at home. Will better methods help you get there? Better extension
methods may appeal to you because you see that they will help you satisfy a

want for some sort of mental stimulus. Perhaps better methods will keep yoiir

mind busy figuring out ways and means, designing new devices, finding new appeals

getting out a new series of articles, bulletins, circulars, guides to county agent:

or even writing circular letters which will be read. It may be that the whole
idea of methods is new and you want to be the first in the old home town to try
them out; be a leader and say, even if only to yourself, "I told you so." It is

likely that you want the approval or want to escape the disapproval of others.

The study and application of better teaching methods in the field of ex-
tension work is just beginning. Will your colleagues be interested? Do they
want your help? Can you be a pioneer in this field? Or do these colleagues stil]

scorn better methods; and do you want to escape their taunts and their pooh poohsl
Perhaps joxl even want to prove that the other fellow's methods are all wrong and
the newer methods right. It may be that you want a raise in salary and see bettei
teaching methods as a stepping stone. These are only a few of the wants which
lie deep within you. But whether you will study and accept better teaching meth-
ods and help others do the same, depends upon some wants like these. Liy argument,
my proof, my saying so, will not help much.

So it is with learning. The people we are attempting to teach better
practices will respond, will learn only as we appeal to them in terms of some
desire, some want. We have merely carried and explained facts to the people
too long. That is not enough. A veritable deluge of agricultural information
and facts goes out every day. We need far more than facts and information to
move people, no matter how interesting you may make such facts through news and
human-interest appeal. We, all of us, are driven by our wants first.

I want to interest you in a formula for good extension teaching. This
formula is different from the one now used. At present most of us teach as we
were taught. That method of teaching was not very effective. Nor is it any
more effective in teaching those we now must reach, must influence. There is
need for a beeter way. The formula I bring you is an effective one. In more
than 100 counties, agents and specialists have found it a sure guide to good
teaching, to real learning, to reaching larger numbers of people. This formula
will help you satisfy your want to reach more people, to get more people to change
their practices, and to instill more real learning.
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This is the agent's responsibility. He is charged with teaching, with

influencing large numbers of people. These people are voters and taxpayers who

make themselves heard if he does not reach them. The failure to reach them can

not "be charged to lack of education or interest on the part of the people. This

must he charged to the agent. The responsibility is his not theirs. If the

people were trained, were eager to get the latest information, we would not need

so many extension agents.

Shall the extension agent attempt to reach these larger numbers by organ-

izing the masses into classes and give them facts in an organized way? No, the

farmers would not stand for this. Moreover, the county agent is not a class-

room teacher and can not use classroom methods. The people are scattered all

over the four corners of a county. His contacts with them are not close or long
sustained. He must rely upon something more than group meetings. He is forced
to use many chance and indirect contacts. He must employ a great variety of

teaching aids and devices in order to reach the great mass, to broadcast, and
hold an idea before them. The college student, at least, presents himself physi-

cally to the instructor. He is there and if he does not take your stuff, why
you can always "bust" him. But in extension work the farmer or his wife do not
have to come and they may do the "busting". They are practical. They want
solutions to problems and wants, not facts to store up for future use. The job

of getting them to stop, look, and listen, to adopt new practices is something
far different from classroom work. It calls for the highest type of teaching.
To reach these people in larger numbers is our job. The new formula is the best
solution I have found to the problem.

What is the present formula? It seems to be based mainly on the idea
that the job is one of informing the ignorant. It presents a solution for a

problem and expects the farmer to accept this automatically. If he needs more
light, the teacher resorts to reason and argument, logic and proof, and ignores
the fact that people are moved to act by other things than logic and proof.
People feel first, act, and then reason about it. The solution must first satis-
fy a felt want. The approach must be through their wants rather than through
their reasons, logic, and proof.

Let me expand this a bit. The usual method in extension work is to set

veg a hypothesis, a better practice, as a solution to a problem, and support this
with results of tests and experiments, observation, circulars and texts, subject-
matter articles, and then demonstrate the truth of this hypothesis. These demon-
strations, together with a few testimonials from farmers, are used to prove to
farmers that the new practice is correct and that it should be adopted. More
exposition, more reasoning, more debate and argument are then employed to con-
vince the other fellow. Then if he is not convinced, if he does not adopt the
practice, why he is just hopeless. Our responsibility has been discharged. ¥e
have tried our best to carry the truth to him; we have argued, reasoned, and
even demonstrated that the thing is right. We can not go any further. But can't
we? We are no more prone to follow argument and reason, logic and proof, than
is the farmer, even though we have gone through 16 to 18 grades in school while
he did not get far beyond the fifth grade.
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Here is the nutrition project. Follow that regime and you will mountain

health and dance when you are 90 years old. Why don't you? Subject matter,

demonstrations, proofs, logic, argument , all seem indisputable . Is it that you

doubt? No, you do not follow this regime "because you do not feel the want of it

You think you have health. Ninety is a long time off yet. You don T t like the

steamed hay they serve as spinach. You shudder at the idea of cottage cheese

camouflaged as me<:.t loaf. But a baby comes, you apply for insurance, are turned

down. Too fat, heart action poor, blood pressure high, etc., says the doctor.

Then you have a felt v/ant
,
you climb on the spinach band wagon and none shouts

louder than you: "Gome on fellows, jump aboard, it's fine, saved my life. Come-

on. What are you waiting for."

There is a stbry which is told to all budding life insurance agents to

emphasize how futile it is to resort to argument. John was an inmate of an in-

sane asylum. A rather gentle case of nobody home upstairs. But he had one ob-

session, and that was that he was dead. Nurses and doctors tried to convince

him that could not be. Finally one of the doctors asked, "John, did you ever

hear of a dead man bleeding?" "No£*' said John. "Well, come here, I want to

show you something. I'll prove to you that you're not dead." The doctor rolle:;.

up John's sleeve, whipped out a scalpel, made a small cut in the arm, and, of

course, John's arm began to bleed. "See there, John, you're bleeding. That

proves you are not dead." John looked. "No," he said, "It doesn't prove any-
thing of the kind. It just proves that a dead man can bleed."

So, too, we must learn to depend less upon argument. We need to find the

felt want, the unsatisfied desire, the thing that will make people v/ant to chan.;

provided we have the solution. ¥e should learn to appeal in terms of these
things, and not through abstract reasons. The following examples should illus-
trate the ijroblem:

Let me read you part of an article sent out by the extension press ser-
vice of a Western State;

"The most important animal in a dairy herd is the bull. As he is the
sire of all the calves, he alone is responsible for half of the individuality
and milking ability of the future dairy herd. The cow is important, but she can

exert her influence on only one calf each year."

'"This important animal at the head of a dairy herd should "by all means "bt

a purebred. It is not so much the registration papers that make the superior
individual, but with the registration papers the owner knows exactly what breed-
ing and performance records are behind his herd sire."

Here is another on a different subject;

"This advanced project includes a review of good characteristics of body
development, and the food selection score card and standards; daily protein and
mineral requirements and the method of meeting requirements; energy need and
calories; how to reduce overweight and how to increase underweight."
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Articlos like these are not exceptional ; Great quantities of them go out

every day. But it requires something with more of a pull than these articles
have to move many people. We are living in an age when men are mortgaging their

property to obtain funds to satisfy their wants, to have a car as good as the

Joneses. People also buy five-tube radio sets, victrolas, washing machines,
vacuum cleaners, overcoats, Fords, and what not on the installment plan. Many
people also are scraping along, denying themselves in order to send their chil-
dren to high school and college. It requires something with more appeal than
such articles have to move them to spend $150 for a purebred bull, or to adopt
better food habits. There must be a want based on a need. This want is a

matter of feeling, not reasoning. It is a lack of some satisfaction. It is an
emotional attitude. Intellectual calculations are not involved. These may be
used when it comes to finding a way to satisfy a want. To want is to desire.
It is to feel dissatisfaction and the longing for satisfaction. A purebred bull 1

:

Yes, if it satisfies certain wants. No, if it does not. Spinach and salad for

lunch? Hot on your life - unless they satisfy a want that I have.

Let me illustrate further. Here is the opening paragraph of a circular
letter, one like many hundreds sent out by extension agents:

"The county area plan of tuberculosis eradication contemplates the test-
ing of all breeding stock; beef or dairy. This work is cooperative with the
county, State, and Federal Governments and is really the only effective way to
eradicate tuberculosis. Investigate the plan and if it looks good do your "bit

to put it into operation,—petitions in the newspaper, some of the banks and in
this office."

Any felt want there? The letter presupposes that I am interested and
only need to know the best way:

Here is one which starts with a want:

"How much of the concrete work in your neighborhood is chipped and crack-
ed and how much of it will h;.vc to be replaced before long? v7o talk about "Con-
crete for Permanence

,

,r and yet if the concrete work in your community is typical
of that over most of the county, it is anything but permanent."

Or here is another opening paragraph which appeals through a felt want:

"Competition in the dairy business is becoming keener than ever. Cheap
feeds in the Middle 'Test arc enabling the western farmers to ship butter, cream,
and even milk into our er.stern markets and undersell our products, etc."

These examples are a little more like it. Are they not? They start with
a definite want which it is presumed the farmer has.
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Hitch jour wagon to a want. This is the first step in the formula for

learning'. It is the first step to he considered in planning and teaching. It

will not he a hard lesson to learn, provided we change our viewpoint around.
At present, the point of view of the teacher - his subject matter, his analysis,
his reasons why, his logic and proof, dominate the teaching. The task is one

of seeing the problem through the farmer's eyes, and his feelings. He, after
will loso or profit. We must get closer to him, know better how he sizes

up the problem, what his wants are, what feelings influence him.

This problem can well he illustrated in connection with considering the

second step of our formula. This implies that when a want is felt and recog-
nized the task of the extension teacher is to show rural people how this want
may be satisfied. In other words, we are not/ reedy to present your solution
end its worth. But all too often we reverse this procedure and present the

project or prectice as a solution to wants which the rural people may not feel.

Thus we say:

ALFALFA, Queen of Forege Crops
Loves dry weather
Fills mows, cows, pocketbooks.
Adds to home-grown feed, subtracts from purchased feed.

Longest lived legume hey
Famous for yields, quality, satisfaction
A dairyman's salvation.

Rather prettily arranged and a nice lot of pretty words. But whet of it. Felt

wants arc not outlined or lie submerged. Good arguments perhaps, but why should
I worry hov/ long legume hay lives or who is queen. Let us lock at it through
other glasses, the felt want of the dairyman, or wants which we cen make him
feel.

Are you making any money milking cows?
How arc you going to meet the competition of western dairymen?
How many cans of milk did it take to pay your feed bill this

month?
Is the price of milk too low or price of feed too high?
Why not grow your own feed and cut out those high feed bills?

Do you know that alfelfe will do this? Surely you can grow it. Bank
some of that money that now goes out for feed. Buy that new Ford you have
wanted so long or get that running water in the house for Ha.

Want and appeals, together with the solution, are presented here. But
the wants are emphasized first and through these we come to the solution. Then
we will learn how. We will have had .experiences and he reedy for still other
wants and solutions.
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Of course, it has to "bo a solution - practical, economical, and all that
or I am not interested. Unless the thing satisfies I will not try it, or, if I

do, I will not continue to use it. And now let me know all ah out the solution,
the alfalfa, water in the kitchen, one-piece dress, or what not. But use sugges-

tion, not argument. Submerge jour proof and encircle the whole thing with
pleasant feelings, anticipation of the joy arid, satisfaction that the new thing
will bring. I want to imagine the thing installed, the new practice in oper-
ation; picture the admiration of my neighbors, get the praise of my family. I

even want to handle the thing, actually see it and feel it. I am a human being.
I have feelings. I am largely ruled by my feelings, or other people's feelings.
I want the concrete also and not the ahstract.

So, here we should use demonstrations and many of them, but use them to

illustrate rather than merely to prove the solution. Let me wade in fields of
alfalfa, pick the wisps of alfalfa from mow after now, and toll me that I can
also grow alfalfa successfully. If I seem to need proof, look into me just a
little farther and see if this is really my want and my solution. Then give me
names and facts that show the whole county is doing it. Proof from Bill Jones,
my neighbor, is not what I want • I may not value his experiences, his testi-
mony, or I would not give him credit for giving me the idea. Keep on telling
mo I have this want and that alfalfa is the answer. Give reasons why it will
satisfy my wants, and suggest ways and means of growing it. Also make it easy
for mo to get the solution. If I feel that this is the solution, I may go ahead
and adopt it without further thought, and the first time I am in town I will
get the lime or whatever is needed. I do not want to jump too many hurdles to
get the solution.

This is the next step in .learning, to act, to respond to the stimulus,
and the teaching plan must provide ways and means of insuring this action. To
he sure, the farmer nay not act right away. There are many purchases that the
buyer makes mentally long before hard cash is actually exchanged. Bo I pro-
crastinate? Then the teaching must be developed so that the basic want and the
solution are kept "before people continuously. The idea must he kept in the
mind stream. The story must be told and retold, ever remembering that the tell-
er gets tired of it long before the learner. Perhaps there are some obstacles
in the way which must bo overcome before I can adopt the solution. I must wait
until crops are sold "before I have the money. Perhaps I need to pay off a note
first, or "borrow money on one. Perhaps ny scheme of farm management will not
adapt itself to installing the solution until next year. But keep on telling
me., hold the solution before my eyes, continue to make me feel that I have
this want and ought to satisfy it, give me the facts and info mat ion, and make
it all pleasant while you are doing it.

High-pressure salesmanship? No, not at all. Good teaching, provided
you have a sound solution to a felt Want and that based on a real need. It is
high-pressure salesmanship to sell something which the prospective buyer does
not need or can not use. It also comes when we try to rush a man into a sale
before he is ready for it, before the proper background of "Want - solution,
you can do it - how nice it would be - this is the way to do it' r fueling has
"been developed.
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Many extension people feel that they can not go so far as this, that
their responsibility is discharged when the solution is explained to the indivi-
dual. After that, it is up to him. But teaching is more than this. It is in-

fluencing people, moving them to change. Long ago Bean Bailey of Cornell indi-
cated as much when he remarked that there were two kinds of extension purposes,
viz: (1) To teach those who have a desire for information, and (2) to create a

desire for instruction in those who do not yet have the desire.

In applying arid planning this formula in our methods of work, this step
of action is not entered upon until after a fairly long period of teaching want-
solution has gone on. Usually we like to have at least three months of want-
solution teaching precede any attempt to move individuals to act. Nor do we try
to get all in a county to act. Almost the first concern in planning the work is

to find the names of individuals for whom the solution is considered appropriate.
You see we are hack to want and need again. Not everyone needs a purebred hull,

sweet clover, alfalfa, spraying equipment, and the like. Perhaps some of the

home demonstration projects are of more universal application. I am sure every-

one ought to eat spinach. However, in the agricultural projects we usually run
a survey tc get answers to five or six questions as a lead in finding out what
the wants are, and whether the solution proposed is appropriate for each indivi-

dual.

A sure method of getting action is to have a supply of the needed materia',

on hand, freely distributed by several agencies and at a fair price. Merchants,
dealers, and breeders cooperate in advertising the material and often go as far

as to make special rates.

Then we use the volunteer enrollment plan. At the proper time the enroll

mont idea is explained in the press by circular letter and at meetings. Project
leaders carry the cards to all meetings and obtain the signatures of people who

are ready to act. The signer usually states that he is interested to try out

the recommendations and wishes to enroll to follow these practices. He also

volunteers to give a report on his success at the end of the season. In some

instances space is provided on the card for him to request special help, as in

testing soil. Such cards, with a letter stimulating interest, are sent to the

list of people for whom the recommended practices are known to be a solution.
This may be followed by one or even more letters if necessary to reach a certair

goal. Indeed-, project leaders may also be used to get the enrollment of some ox

their neighbors, as in accredited area work.

The end of ail good teaching is learning with satisfaction. Learning is

habit formation and the formation of new habits and learning a new practice is

hard to do. The path is one if trials and errors, successes and failures. If

the teaching is right most of these trials arc successful. The new practices;
i. e., the solution is learned and brings the results anticipated. Satisfaction
comes, the habit is well on the way, and the learner is in proper mood for the

next step, the next solution on the long road to improvement. But should the
solution be faulty or practice with it unsuccessful and unsatisfactory, there is

a different story to toll. That may bo the reason why so many extension people
merely carry the solution to the prospective learner and let him decide about

adopting it. Why fuss w" t>> enrollment? Because it is our responsibility to
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know whether the solution is an appropriate one for individuals and fits their
'"/ants. Wg must know whether these persons are ready to act. If they respond we

can follow with more instruction to prepare then to adopt the recommended prac-
tices with satisfaction to themselves. Otherwise we are just broadcasting in-

formation.

Therefore when the enrollments come in, the teaching plan calls for some

special aid to drive in the habit, drill the person to win success with the new
practice. Perhaps a printed circular letter is sent with seasonal reminders or

special reminders about the practices. Thus, "Are you ready to fit your dress -

look out for so and so. Here is a diagram to show how to fit the sleeves into

the armhole or whatever the thing is called. Be careful of so and so.' 1

Or in a "save-the-pigs" project, the cooperator who is enrolled may get a

letter about the time the pigs should be moved to remind and instruct him. The
clover cooperator gets a letter when it is time to get lime, or the dangers of
foreign seed are retold to him. The cooperator in a better apple project gets
a spray service card informing him just when to spray and retelling the method
involved

.

You get the idea. It is drilling in the facts, retelling, reminding, en-
couraging, and leading the cooperator to success after he feels the want and is

ready to adopt the solution. Old habits are hard to break. Everyone slights
details or is bound by old ways. The directions read l^r pounds to 50 gallons,
but the cooperator puts in a guessed quantity. Repetition, constant repetition
is necessary, practice is required before the new way is learned. Similarly
other agencies need to be emphasized to keep the right directions before indivi-
dual s

.

With the need for satisfaction in mind, our teaching plans provide ways
and means to find what results are obtained by the cooperators . A scheme for
getting a report of accomplishments, success, and satisfaction is used in much
the same way as the enrollment was obtained. When these cards or visits to
farmers show a lack of results, of dissatisfaction, every possible means is used
to remedy the situation and to help the cooperator get the results ho should have.
It may bo his fault that he did not have success; or again it may be the fault
of the solution. At any rate, it is our cue to find out quickly what is the
matter and correct the situation.

At the close of the year's work on a project when the reports are all in,
an effort is made to do still more in maintaining satisfaction. Full reports of
the year's work and its successes go to every cooperator. The public is told of
the splendid work the cooperators have- done. Perhaps a big dinner attended by
cooperators is held, a sort of achievement day, accounts of individual success
are told, pleasant feelings are stimulated about the project. The methods and
subject matter are reviewed to find weak spots and needed changes. Then the
next year's work is reviev/ed and new plans mo.de, new goals discussed. All these
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stimulate satisfaction. Want-solut ion-act ion-satisfaction—these are the steps

Teacher and learner both must climb these steps. There is no elevator to learn

ing. But the steps are sure; the way is pleasant; the results are satisfying,

yes, more, inspiring.

Nov/ that we are applying the formula, want-solution-act ion-satisfaction
in extension teaching, agents and specialists find that they need help in se-

lecting, designing, editing, and using the ever increasing number of devices

which may 'be considered appropriate. Here we are going to learn more and more

from the editor. He can help us immeasurably in selecting and planning these

things so that continuity and effective teaching are assured.

You must realize how handicapped the 'county agent is in trying to im-

prove his methods. His duties are manifold. His office is too often a hopper
into v„hich everyone drops a lot of projects expecting Mr. County Agent to turn

out the grist. He has had little training and experience in methods. Hereto-
fore, newspaper articles, circulars, bulletins, demonstrations, and meetings
have been, his only stock in trade. All these emphasize the informational side.

Ail of them are still needed. Indeed, we should use then; more. They can be
made to be far more effective. We need your help in teaching the agents to

develop and use the press to teach want-solution-action-satisfaction as well as

to present information. If you learn this formula you will find new fields to

conquer in helping agents and specialists to carry out this formula in prepar-
ing press material, circulars, and bulletins. These means can be made vastly
more effective in teaching, influencing, end moving people.

Let me impress upon you, however, that this is but a good task half bo-
gun. We need the editors* working assistance in improving other teaching aids,

and in finding and using new devices to carry the teaching. What a joke the

circular letter is to-day even among county agents. They tell us that the

farmer is gun-shy of xhe penalty envelope, and that thousands of envelopes arc
never opened. Well, I do not blame the farmer if the hundreds of letters I

have studied are a fair sample of what he gets. Are circular letters to be di:

carded, therefore? Emphatically no! It is not the letter as such that is to

be condemned, but the way these letters are written and sent out. Most of theia

have no appeal either in text, message, or appearance. Why blame the farmer?

Business uses the circular letter in increasing numbers every day. In
several of the Eastern States circular letters have proved most valuable helps
in important projects. But such letters carried out the want-solut ion idea.
They appealed to the farmer in terms of a felt want. They led him to respond,
to act, to seek more information or to better his methods. The letters were ii

proved by the use of type, printer's ink, colored xoaper, r„nd cuts.

Walter Stemmons, college editor, Connecticut Agricultural College, has
given the extension people there much help by reviewing thuir letters and sug-
gesting how these might be improved. Circular letters were also studied at the
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annual conference in Connecticut this year. In Maine, fit the last annual con-

ference, an entire session was devoted to circular letters, the help of an ex-

pert from Boston University having- "been obtained to load this study.

The circular letter is one of the cheapest and most convenient means of

reaching and teaching people. I 'believe it should ho written so that it will

present a definite solution to a felt want and provide stimulus for the recip-
ient to respond, to act. It should give the farmer specific hut not too tech-
nical information which will help him to win success with the solution. Color-
ed or faced paper and good cuts should he used. Farmers will read such letters.

Circular letters of this type will have a good influence in moving people to

accept and learn what the agent is trying to teach.

Similarly, there is a great need for small printed circulars v/hich can he
used as envelope enclosures, or to hand out at meetings and demonstrations.
These are cheap, convenient, effective, if well written and pleasing in appear-
ance. They are valuable in direct appeal by rx.il to stimulate the want-solution
idea. They may he used also to carry succinct information, to instruct the in-
dividual who has responded to the want-solution. C. E. Crossland, extension
editor, College of Agriculture, University of Maine, has been most successful In
developing two series of envelope circulars or stuffers which arc used in connec-
tion with a better bull campaign.

Essay contests have been useful in stimulating interest in important pro-
jects. They have the merit of bringing school people, newspaper men, and local
business men into action. Rural school children, who are interested, carry the
idea of alfalfa, better cov/s, convenient kitchens, or whatever the essay is to

be about into the home, thus reenforcing the other means and agencies which may
be employed to hold the want-solution-action and satisfaction in the mind stream.,

of people it is desired to reach. Similarly poster, slogan, and even limerick
contests have been found to be valuable aids in doing this same thing.

How do you run an essay or poster contest? What letters, subject-matter
articles, news items, informational circulars, committees, and the like arc
needed to make such a venture successful? Can you help us? I am sure you can.

Reports are anathema to the average county agent. Yet a good report of
a "big piece of work reenforces th>~ other means used in teaching. How can we get
better reports of work done? First by showing county agents how they may use
reports and then how we make use of good reports. After that we must teach them
how to get good records and prepare good reports. Here is .another life—size job
for the editor. John R. Fleming, assistant editor, College of Agriculture, Ohio
State University, among others, has paved the way. Reports in Ohio seem to be
good for something more than to clutter up files.

\7ho has worked out rules for making a good poster? We have used a few
posters in extension work, but in general they are not very effective. Bristow
Adams, editor, New York State College of Agriculture, has tried his hand at
these with good success. Perhaps some of you will find opportunity at home to
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do likewise. I know that posters can 1)0 made to "be helpful aids in extension

teaching, once a few "basic principles and rules have "been worked out. The joh

is, one of getting the specialist down to earth, to phrase his ideas so that they

can "be translated into English. lie must also learn not to put every idea he has

on one poster. White space, arresting pictures, commanding ideas - the want and

the solution with an appeal to act, should be used. Such posters will serve 'well

in reiterating the teachings, and in reenforcing the many other things we must

use in "building a stronger chain of teaching forces.

It is said that Marshall Field & Co. pay their chief window decorator

$50,000 a year. The rental value of stores is "based on circulation; i. e., the

number of people passing the windows and the amount of window space available.
Business values window displays in educating- people . There are 800,000 show

windows in the United States. Merchants in snail cities and rural towns would
gladly cooperate with extension specialists and display posters, pictures,
models, mounts, exhibits that would stop people, indicate to them that something
is going on, drive in the want-solution, help them think, act. Although hun-
dreds of farmers stop in the comity seat town daily usually there is no visihlo

sign of extension work, no objective material to tell the people of the various
projects which loom so important to specialist and agent. But who knows any-
thing ah out setting up a good window display? How manv ideas should it carry?

How will the story he told? What interesting legends of fact and injunction arc

needed? Can it he used to move people to accept the teaching? We shall look
forward to getting many ideas and :auch help from you.

This is true of a hundred and one other things, which we are now commen-
cing to use in "building that larger and stronger chain of teaching influences
which is so necessary. Circulars, "bulletins, envelope stuffers, circular lettev

news stories, news articles, stickers, posters, dodgers, flyers, exhibits and
displays, motion pictures, radio talks, slogan, essay and poster contests, spec-
ial issues of local extension news , and all the rest would "benefit if you would
turn your hand to the wheel. Of course, you are all "busy now; hut if you have
the want to reach more people, as I am sure you have, the want to help extension,

agents, this pitching in to help agents and specialists turn out a better joh
will "bring you their heartfelt thanks. You can make your department larger,
broader in scope, and stronger in influence. I know of no hotter way of teaming
with county agents and specialists than this. Help to give them the basic idea
that teaching is more than telling' and fact giving, that learning is more than
the storing up of facts. Teach them that all learning is a response to a stimu-
lation and that the stimulation must he a felt want and a practical solution.
Emphasize likewise that real learning results when the teaching prepares the in-

dividual to act, and trains him to learn with satisfaction to himself.

As a round-up of the many things discussed in this paper let me submit
the following for consideration as a definite program for greater teamwork "be-

tween the college or extension editor and the extension forces:
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(1) The editor should see the job as one which involves helping special-
ists, supervisors, and county extension agents with all the means and agencies
which nay he employed to influence people.

(2) The editor should study and help the extension force as v/ell to

understand what learning is; how people learn, and -what constitutes effective ex-

tension teaching.

(3) The editor may well make a larger program for himself to include the
following:

(a) Coordinate the publicity, fact giving and teaching
influences of agents, specialists, and supervisors.

(b) Help these develop a yearly program of all such
aids and influences for the more important projects.

(c) Help train the extension agent and specialist at

conferences and in field visits to prepare better news
material and other printed and visual aids.

(d) Help select, design, edit, and distribute such material.

(4) Prepare a program of material to be developed and distributed by the
editor, which will more closely coordinate press notes, news articles, press
sheets, circulars, bulletins, circular-letter service, and house organs, written
by the editor, with the needs of the more important projects and better reonfore

.

other teaching aids.

(5) Point out to representatives of the press those extension activities
which are of interest to the people and which might be written up and featured.
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